
Against all odds, St. Joseph’s First XVIII has overcome their Whitefriars hoodoo on the grandest stage of them all, 
staging a remarkable comeback to win the ACC Senior Football Premiership, 10.4 (64) to 9.7 (61).  

Coming in to the match, there wasn’t many punters backing the boys from down the highway. With spearheads Guy 
Hardiman (ACL) and Darby Schilder (Sniffles) joining a lengthy injury list with the likes of Doedee, Bennett, Kol and 
Quinn. 

The two sides had vastly different warm up approaches to the big game. Whitefriars revved each other up by yelling 
obscene noises and shouting praises for one another whereas the St. Joseph’s side were spotted on the wing holding 
hands in a circle. 

What went on in the circle is unknown, some say a game of ‘duck-duck-goose’ was played but inside sources say it was 
more of a prayer circle. Though there can be no criticism of the ideology behind this pre-match ritual as the final result 
tells the real story. 

With an intent to come out firing, Max Hungerford lifted the crowd with an early goal, setting the tone for what would 
be an eventful afternoon. Despite St. Joseph’s dominating possession in the first term, Whitefriars were able to kick 
three goals, capitalising on Joeys’ turnovers to take a 13-point lead into quarter time. 

The change of ends did not seem to inspire the Joeys side as turnovers and undisciplined free kicks proved costly early. 
Whitefriars got out to four-goal lead and the visitors seemed unable to stop the flow of goals. 

Goals to Hungerford and Sam Bucovaz lifted the spirits of the away side before Mitch Diamond consolidated his early 
hard work with an inspiring goal. Diamond’s long bomb just before half-time caused a wild reaction from the crowd 
with Andrew Scaddan almost falling out of his chair, spilling his Chai tea. 

One team had to take control of the game in the third quarter, and Joeys were the side to do it. They owned the 
premiership quarter with five goals to one. The genius move by coaches Jono Holt and Chris Lynch to shift Jono Arcoraci 
to full-forward proved the difference as he kicked consecutive goals to spark his side. 

Aadyn Sleep-Dalton provided the only negative for the quarter as he was carried off injured but the likes of Jack Buckley 
and Liam Cogan ensured Joeys would take an advantage into the final term.  

Director of Football/Team Runner Paul Clohesy struggled to contain his excitement when his favourite son, Captain 
David McNeel, slotted a miraculous goal from the boundary during the third term. 

The 16-point lead seemed almost insurmountable with the way St. Joseph’s were playing but an early goal to 
Whitefriars in the final term ensured for a thrilling finish. Paddy Dowling’s late goal proved vital as Joeys ran out three-
point victors. 

Ben ‘Weed Killer’ McNamara, Joel Hogan and Harry Walker proved the difference in the final term, shutting down 
numerous Whitefriars attacks at crucial times. 

McNamara earned best on ground honours and will likely be in the nightmares of Whitefriars faithful for years to 
come. 

Whilst the backline trio were key to the victory, coaches Holt and Lynch have a lot to look forward to next year with 
the Year 11 contingent rising up on the big stage. 

The win was even more sentimental being Mick Heinz’s final game. Heinz has been a key part of the First XVIII for years 
and the win provided a fitting finish. 

The impact of the win was evident on the faces of all those who were involved, from the players, parents, coaches, all 
those who helped and even Scadds. 

The rendition of ‘Ad Alta Virtute’ in the middle of the Elsternwick Park will be remembered for years to come, despite 
Holt struggling to sing through his post-match tears. 

ACC SENIOR DIVISION 1 GRAND FINAL – Wednesday 17th June 
SJC 10.4 (64) def Whitefriars 9.7 (61)     
GOALS: Max Hungerford 3, Jonathan Arcoraci 2, Sam Bucovaz 1, Mitch Diamond 1, David McNeel 1, Patrick Dowling 
1, Jack Blood 1 
BEST: Ben McNamara, Harry Walker, Joel Hogan, Jack Blood, Mitch Diamond, Patrick Dowling, Sam Simpson 
@ Elsternwick Park, Brighton 


